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About This Content

The original soundtrack to Rabi-Ribi is 1 hour and 40 minutes+ of exploring, hammer-throwing, and bullet-dodging music
consisting of 60 tracks by 3R2, Triodust, MWT.Waiting and Laozi! All tracks are in FLAC and OGG format.

Tracks:
 01 Opening

 02 Main Menu
 03 Starting Forest

 04 Rabi Rabi Beach
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 05 Rabi Rabi Town
 06 Rabi Rabi Shop
 07 Rabi Rabi Park

 08 Rabi Rabi Ravine Ver.1
 09 Rabi Rabi Ravine Ver.2

 10 Golden Pyramid
 11 Inside UPRPRC
 12 Forgetten Cave
 13 Spectral Cave

 14 Exotic Laboratory
 15 System Interior

 16 System Interior II
 17 Volcanic Canerns

 18 High Bridge
 19 Natural Aquarium
 20 Azure Snow Land

 21 Aurora Palace
 22 Golden Riverbank

 23 Evernight Peak
 24 Floating Graveyard

 25 Sky Island Town
 26 Icy Summit
 27 Plurkwood

 28 Warp Destination
 29 Unfamiliar Place

 30 Unfamiliar Place Again
 31 Hall of Memory

 32 Forgetten Cave II
 33 Speicher Galerie

 34 Fake Bunny Battle
 35 Midboss Battle
 36 Boss Battle #1
 37 Boss Battle #2
 38 Boss Battle #3
 39 Boss Battle #4
 40 Boss Battle #5
 41 Boss Battle #6
 42 Boss Battle #7
 43 Boss Battle #8

 44 Final Boss Battle #1
 45 Final Boss Battle #2
 46 Final Boss Battle #3

 47 Staff Roll
 48 Sandbag Mini Game

 49 Game Over
 50 Title Screen

 51+ DLC Tracks
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This dlc adds a lot of loot for your heroes (33 new items).
Do you really need all that loot? No. It Isn't a game changer in any way.

But if you play the game a lot it gives your heroes more diversity and that's always a nice thing in this kind of games.. It's a
pretty ok program, but I can honestly not recommend this to anyone that's new to digital art or that isn't paitent enough to learn
how to make brushes with this program. My first time using this program was already so confusing and foreign, that I just kept
to the already included brushes instead of making my own. One thing that a beginner will definitely not be use are the
moddifiers for tilt and pen rotation, since most budget drawing tablets will not include this feature. I can't really say anything for
professionals but I can see that this program would be best for those that want to experiment around or have a more unique art
style that's a bit difficult to pull off with regular software. I do have to warn though that multiple other users have experienced
bugs that can keep you from even using the program.. the last great pvp fun i had was Everquest 2 battlegrounds in 2015 before
it shut down . Ark brings back that same pvp fun feeling i have missed for so long . finally a game that Delivers real pvp fun .
------> install and play nothing but FUN TIMES TO BE HAD HERE the game needs more players . apex legends { i play as well
} is not more fun than this game or fortnight { have played } seriously they are NOT . i still love teamfortress 2 you should give
it a try if you never played it as well . it is a comedy pvp .. Surpringly challenging game. I was extremely frustrated playing most
of it, but eventually finished it.. I have to say, this game was a very welcome surprise. The sessions can be quick or long
depending on how you play and also very different each time. The combination of roguelike, rpg, dice, and deckbuilding is
amazing.

My only issues with this game is that there should be some animation demonstrations of game mechanics with the walls of text
and not just the walls of text.

My other issue is that this game is not available on mobile.

The game is easy to learn and fun to play or watch played. The strategy of game play is fair, but challenging.

Highly recommend this game.

You can watch our First Impressions of One Deck Dungeon here ► https://youtu.be/PonFXtE062w. Really fun if you like
building and testing little ships. This is a great game, I love the puzzles and the twist at the end. Short, but sweet.. It's not a bad
game. I enjoyed the puzzles, they weren't to hard or to easy. I did have to use hint on a few puzzles. I had to use the hint button
to figure out where to go a few times because there was a lot of back and forth and constant jumping around from location to
location. I enjoyed this game in casual mode and I plan to play it again in expert mode.. Very good for my kid. Calm gaming not
attacking for brainshare.
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I do not think this game is for everyone, but the price is fair for my likings.
At this date 17/05/2019 it has much to improve.

To be clear:
I bought this game because I am a hardcore Resident Evil fan.
I found this game to be an obvious "copy-paste" of the first Resident Evil games, which are my favorites, and I treated this game
almost like a fan-made copy. Do not get me wrong, I like the idea and I am happy to have found this title.

This being said, I think the developers can improve many things to make this game not a parody of itself, but an actually good
tribute game. (If you are going to deny the copy-paste, shame on you, developer).

The animations:
- The character Lydia, finds herself in a terrifying environment, but she runs around like she's jogging a sunny Sunday morning
with her bestie.
- There seems to be no recoil when shooting weapons and the axe has no mass the character has to deal with.
 - The "zombies", upon being hit with any fire gun, they just get moved back, without any animation implemented that shows
the damage being taken, they simply slide back in a very awkward way.
- The way the character Lydia holds the various weapons, including the Knife, the Axe and the Shotgun, is extremely awkward
and looks like an incomplete animation.
- The "poison" those green "gorilla-like" creatures (hunters like for REfans) spit comes out with a very bad looking effect, and
the animation that prompts this is very poor.

The aesthetics.
- The face of the character Lydia, looks like plastic and does not show any type of life, is like a mask.
- The texts used in the introduction of the game, and on the various files you find during gameplay can be improved.
- Some models do not fit the atmosphere, the zombie models are quite sloppy, and the colorful character Lydia stands out in
such a horror setting. Her clothing should blend a little more with the color palet of the environment, making it a little darker
should help with this.

[Good things]
- The atmosphere created with the old style fixed camera is well made; I like how it turned out.
- The retro style of the game itself is not bad at all, most of us entered the gaming scene with the PSX or the PS2 and this game
could be a good way to remember simpler times, where the goal was simple as that: play a game for fun.

Others:
- The menu is very clunky, harder to use than it should be. I used a healing item while trying to combine my ammo with my
handgun, the whole menu could be redone, if you want to keep the Resident Evil theme there are many ways you could keep the
style while improving this.
- Some places bug you into a stuck position of where you cannot come out. I found myself losing a lot of progress in the game
because of this.
- Another thing that could be added is the status animation. Make it so you can understand the health status of the character by
how it moves, it walks, or it interacts with items.
 - I have found no information, anywhere I have been in the game, that declares how the zombies work, how they respawn or if
they do, if they are unkillable or they just walk around the area. What those green zombie flames mean etc..(Although I have not
finished the game)
- The lack of a map, this can be seen as good as it can be seen bad, I think this is more like a personal taste, but in this type of
game I like to have this possibility.
 - When trying to store an item that you have equipped, the game won’t tell you why, but you can’t store it. After a while I
figured out you can’t store the item if, at the time, is equipped, so go unequip, then store.
- Some puzzles in the game are more an annoyance rather than an obstacle to overcome. The “latrine. Bath sink” for instance, is
all in one room, the door that it opens, the file that reveals the solution, and the tools to decipher said solution, all in one room.

There are more things I think could be improved, but I wasted enough time on a review that will be ignored cus no one cares
about it.
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Have a delightful evening gentlemen.. Maybe not so good story as in first game "Sandman" but still pretty enjoyable. More
hoglike elements added.. Pros:
-Good story
-Interesting concept
-decent graphics
-awkward character animations

Cons:
-Story doesn't have much to do with the game itself
-Boring level design
-Often gets out of sync, which is pretty inexcusable for this type of game

6\/10
. And now an excerpt from a J.S.F. rifleman platoon:

Female Sergeant: "Remember, your M.O.S. is to get them killed, not your own sorry♥♥♥♥♥"

Male Rifleman: "Shut your♥♥♥♥♥♥trap, man."

Patriarchy/10. I am legitimately SHOCKED at the positive reviews this game is receiving. I played 105 minutes or so, mostly
because of the infuriating and deliberately clunky "running puzzles" that compose the last HALF of this title. I sincerely wish I
could have my $4.99 back, because I wouldn't spend more than $1 on this game or any subsequent chapters. The only thing I can
think of is that people who backed the game feel overly fond of it, or the friends of the developers are being very outspoken
here.

 To elaborate...

THE PROS:
*Great cut-scene graphics, very Gone Home meets Telltale games. A pity they flash so fast that you can't read the text, though.

*Retro-style nostalgia in abundance, even the year it takes place in.

*A fairly interesting storyline.

*A "creepy, scary" villian type that is pretty unnerving.

*Decent cliffhanger ending. I feel sincerely intrigued by what happens in the rest of the story, but...

THE CONS:
*Horrible controls. I understand the Retro static camera, but the poor controls paired with the "running puzzles" and the fact the
main character has asthma simply make the game 100x more frustrating than fun.

*Short -- If the clunky running mechanics hadn't have doubled my time, I'd have finished this in 35-45mins. Tops. Totally not
worth $4.99 in my book!

*No audio controls -- not to disable the music, nor slider-bar it down. The music isn't -bad- it's just loud compared to the other
sounds, and it somehow makes my head want to explode when getting frustrated with the running puzzles.

*Poor Storytelling "plot devices." I'm all for foreshadowing, or having a plot arch that spans the entire series of episodes.
However, when you present a LOT of story elements that the player can't unravel and decipher until they purchase the later
episodes, it just feels weak.

 ...and that's just what I can think of, off the top of my head. If the other episodes were included FREE with this $4.99
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purchase, I -might- be able to recommend it. Maybe. But probably not, because this game just left me insanely frustrated and
completely confused as to why the reviews are so overwhelmingly positive thus far.. Just got through playing Jan's route and I'm
quite literally disgusted with this game. I don\u2019t understand why anyone would enjoy something so sick epically with no
warnings. I don\u2019t even know if I can play any more of this game, I\u2019m so disgusted! The write of this game is sick
and should be ashamed. I will never purchase anything from these writers again.. Glitch for MAC users?

I've been playing this game for a while now and it does not let me advance the story mode. I have solved more than one case but
the game only says one case has been solved. I have restarted the game several times and I even try to do the tutorial and skip the
tutorial but I seem to complete just one case. If there is a bug to it I hope they release a fix soon because this game is actually
entertaining.. Mecha Ace is a choose your own adventure e-book, which reads a lot like a decently written Gundam fan-fiction
story. There are also character stats, which increase or decrease based on the decisions you make through out the game. If this
sounds like something you're interested in, then I'd say definitely give Mecha Ace a shot. I've never played a CYOAB before,
but my love of mecha anime seriously made me enjoy the time I've spent so far on this little gem.. I ENJOYED the CRAP out
of this AWESOME game!
Thumbs WAAAAaaaay UP!
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